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Introduction. It seems to be an interesting problem to study the
relations between the geometric behaviour of leaves in codimension-one
foliations and their characteristic classes. The first important result in
this direction was that of Herman [Her]. He proved that the Godbillon-
Vey invariants of foliations by planes vanish. This result was generalized
by Morita and Tsuboi to the case of foliations without holonomy ([Mo-T],
see also [Mi-T]).

Recently, two remarkable results in this line were obtained. First,
Nishimori looked at a certain class of codimension-one foliations (of finite
depth and with abelian holonomy in his terminology [Ni 2, 3]), and saw
that such foliations admit nice decompositions—so-called SRH-decomposi-
tions. By using the decomposition, he proved that the Godbillon-Vey
numbers of such foliations are zero if the dimension of the foliated
manifold is three [Ni 4].

Secondly, there has been another class of foliations whose qualitative
natures were fairly well-known. Recall that a codimension-one foliation
is called almost without holonomy if the holonomy group of each non-
compact leaf is trivial. For such foliations there is a structure theorem
due mainly to Hector [Hec 1] and Imanishi [Im 2]. Let U be a connected
component of the complement of the union of compact leaves in a folia-
tion almost without holonomy. There is a homomorphism, called the
Novikov transformation, from the fundamental group of U to the group
of diffeomorphisms of the real line which describes the qualitative
behaviour of each leaf in U ([No], [Im 1, 2, 3], [T 2]). Mizutani, Morita
and Tsuboi defined the notion of foliated J-bundles in order to relate
this homomorphism to the holonomy groups of compact leaves in the
boundary of U and thus to treat functorially foliations almost without
holonomy. They proved that the Godbillon-Vey classes of such foliations
are all trivial [M-M-T].

Our goal in this paper is to enlarge the above list of foliations with
trivial charactristic classes. We consider the class of codimension-one
foliations which satisfy the following conditions (P) and (A):
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(P) Each leaf has polynomial growth.
(A) The holonomy group of each leaf is abelian.

We say that a foliation is a PA-foliation if it satisfies the above condi-
tions (P) and (A). It is known that the foliations studied by Nishimori
[Ni 4] and foliations almost without holonomy are PA [T 2]. Thus the
purpose of this paper is two-fold. On the one hand we study the
qualitative property of PA-foliations, and on the other hand we prove
the vanishing of the Godbillon-Vey classes by using the qualitative
theory.

First of all, we prove that there is a finite upper bound for the
degrees of growth of leaves of a PA-foliation (Theorem 1). Using the
boundedness property, we prove that a PA-foliation admits a certain
decomposition similar to Nishimori's SRH-decomposition (Theorem 2).
This theorem follows rather easily from known results about polynomial
leaves (e.g., [C-C 1, 2, 3], [T 1, 2, 4]), and the method of Nishimori
[Ni 4]. So we take the liberty of calling it the (regular) Nishimori
decomposition. Then we prove the nullity of the Godbillon-Vey invariants
of PA-foliations by using the Nishimori decomposition (Theorem 3). As
an application, we see that a transversely analytic foliation has an
exponential leaf if its Godbillon-Vey class is non-trivial (Corollary 4).
This is our partial answer to Problem 17.3 of [S].

The paper is organized as follows. In §1, we collect some known
facts about the qualitative behaviour of non-exponential leaves from the
papers of Cantwell and Conlon, Hector and myself. In §2, we prove
Theorem 1. First we prove the theorem in the special case where the
foliated manifold has a structure of a foliated interval bundle. Then the
general case follows by an argument using Dippolito's filtration theorem
[D]. In §3, we prove the decomposition theorem (Theorem 2). The
proof is parallel to that of Nishimori's SRH-decomposition theorem. In §4,
we prove Theorem 3. We observe that a Godbillon-Vey form is restricted
to relative cocycles of the units of a decomposition. And we show that
the class vanishes in each unit of a Nishimori decomposition. The proof
of the latter fact depends heavily on the results of Wallett [W] and
Mizutani-Morita-Tsuboi [M-M-T]. In §5, we see how Corollary 4 follows
from Theorem 3. In the Appendix, we review and generalize the notion,
given in [M-M-T], of foliated /-bundles associated to foliated manifolds
whose interior leaves are without holonomy.

In this paper, all manifolds and foliations are smooth (C°°), although
most of the results are valid in the C2-case. For simplicity we assume
all manifolds are oriented and all foliations are transversely oriented.
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1. Preliminaries. In this section we review some terminologies and
facts about leaves with polynomial growth from [C-C 1, 2, 3, 4], [Hec
2, 3, 4] and [T 1, 2, 3, 4]. We refer the reader to [C-C 3] for a com-
prehensive and beautiful exposition.

(1.1) Growth. The growth function gF: Z+->R+ of a leaf F is defined
as in [P 2], via chains of plaques from a suitable regular cover of the
foliated manifold. The (strong) growth type gr (F) — gr (gF) is defined
as in [Hec 2] via the equivalence relation of mutual dominance and is
independent of all choices.

We say that gr (F) is polynomial if gF is dominated by a polynomial.
It is exactly polynomial of degree k if gr (gF) = gr (mfe). It is non-
exponential if lim inf^oo (1/m) log (gF(m)) = 0. Otherwise, gr (F) is ex-
ponential.

(1.2) Saturated open sets. Let M be a closed ^-manifold with a
foliation J?~ and fix a one dimensional foliation £f transverse to J^.
Let UdM be an open, connected, .^-saturated set. As in [D], let U
denote the completion of U in any Riemannian metric inherited from
M. The set U is a manifold whose boundary dϋ has finitely many
components. The natural immersion c: U —» M is one-to-one on U and
on each connected component of dϋ, carrying such a component onto
a leaf of Ό - U. We let δU = c(dϋ) (the union of border leaves to U).
Foliations β~ and £& are induced by &~ and &. By [D, Theorem 1],
U is the union of a compact nucleus K (which is a manifold with corner)
and finitely many complete, connected, non-compact arms Ui~ Btx
[-1, 1], Biddϋ (for which the factors {x} x [-1, 1] are leaves of &).

DEFINITION (1.2.1) ([C-C 2, (6.8)], [Im 3, (4.7)]). If the nucleus Kaύ

can be chosen so that, in each arms Ut ^ Bt x [—1, 1], JF~ restricts to

the product foliation by leaves Bt x {£}, then U is said to be trivial at

infinity. Such a nucleus will be called a trivializing nucleus.

The following proposition follows from the proof of [T 2; (6.1)] .

PROPOSITION (1.2.2). Let U be an open ^"-saturated set. Suppose
U — U consists of finitely many leaves with abelian holonomy groups.
Then U is trivial at infinity.

(1.3) Levels and totally proper leaves. The theory of levels of
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Cantwell-Conlon [C-C 3] and Hector provides us with a systematic treat-
ment of the limit set of an arbitrary leaf. Here we only extract some
notions and facts that are used later.

DEFINITION (1.3.1). Let XaM be a non-empty ^-saturated set.
If X — X is compact and if each leaf in X is dense in X9 then X is
called a local minimal set of

REMARK. A subset X of M is a local minimal set if and only if
there is an open .^-saturated set U and XaU is a minimal set of the
foliation

There are three types of local minimal sets;
(a) every proper leaf is a local minimal set;
(b) a connected, open, ^"-saturated set UcM, in which each leaf

of ^\u is dense in U, is a local minimal set of locally dense type;
(c) a local minimal set of neither type (a) nor type (b) is said to

be of exceptional type.

DEFINITION (1.3.2). A minimal set of ^ and each of its leaves,
are said to be at level 0. A local minimal set X, and each of its leaves,
is at level ft > 0, if X — X consists entirely of leaves at levels at most
ft — 1, at least one of which is at level ft — 1.

A leaf belonging to no local minimal set is said to be at infinite
level.

THEOREM (1.3.3) ([C-C 3; Theorem (4.0)]). Each local minimal set is
at some finite level.

DEFINITION (1.3.4). The substructure S(F) of a leaf F is the union
of all leaves F' such that F c F and F" Φ F.

A leaf F is totally proper if each leaf in F is proper. In [T 4], we
used the notion of depth d(F) of a leaf F. By (1.3.3), d(F) = ft < co
if and only if F is a totally proper leaf of level ft.

A totally proper leaf "spirals in" on leaves at lower levels very
finely ([C-C 3; §6], [T 4; Theorem 1]), and as a consequence we get the
following.

THEOREM (1.3.5) ([C-C 3; Theorem (6.0)], [T 4; Theorem 2]). If a
totally proper leaf F is at level ft (equivalently, d(F) = ft), then F has
exactly polynomial growth of degree ft.

(1.4) Non-exponential leaves. The results of Cantwell-Conlon on
leaves of non-exponential growth [C-C 1, 2, 3] can be assembled in the
following theorem.
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THEOREM (1.4.1) ([C-C 3; Theorem (7.0)]). If F is a leaf with non-
exponential growth, then F has totally proper substructure, that is, S(F)
is a union of totally proper leaves.

If, in addition, F is at finite level, then either
(a) F is a totally proper leaf,

or
(b) the set U = F — S(F) is an open local minimal set, J^lu has

trivial holonomy, the leaves of J^\u are mutually diffeomorphic, and
these leaves have the same growth type as F.

Let U be as in (1.4.1, (b)). Then U — U consists of finitely many
totally proper leaves. As in [T 2, §5], one can define a homomorphism
q: 7Γi( 17) —> Diff (/?) which is called the Novikov transformation (see also
[Iml, 2, 3]). Its image Im(gO acts freely on R and is abelian. The
image of q is called the group of periods of U [C-C 2]. If the group
of periods is not finitely generated, then a leaf in U need not have
polynomial growth. It may have exponential growth, or neither ex-
ponential nor polynomial growth [C-C 2]. It may have "fractional" or
"oscillating" polynomial growth [T3], [C-C 2, 4].

If the group of periods of U is finitely generated, we define the
rank of U as the rank of the group of periods.

Suppose U is trivial at infinity. Then the group of periods of U
is finitely generated [T2; (6.1)]. In this case we get the following.

THEOREM (1.4.2) ([T 2; Theorem 2], [C-C 2; (6.10)]). Let U be an
open local minimal set at level k. Assume that ^"\n is without holonomy
and U is trivial at infinity. Then each leaf in U has exactly poly-
nomial growth of degree k + r — 1, where r is the rank of U.

PROPOSITION (1.4.3). A leaf F at infinite level has non-polynomial
growth. If a leaf F is at finite level k, then the growth function gF

of F dominates the polynomial mk.

PROOF. The first assertion follows from [C-C 3; Proposition 2]. We
prove the second assertion. If F is totally proper, then gr (gF) = gr (m*)
from (1.3.5). If the closure of F contains a local exceptional minimal
set, then F has exponential growth from (1.4.1). Otherwise, F is con-
tained in an open local minimal set and the substructure S(F) of F is
totally proper. In this case, the growth function gF dominates mk+1

from [T 1; Theorem 2].

COROLLARY (1.4.4). Assume ^ is PA; that is, each leaf has poly-
nomial growth and the holonomy group of each leaf is abelian. Then
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each leaf of ^ has exactly polynomial growth.

2. Boundedness of growth of leaves. In this section we prove the
following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact manifold and J^ a codimension
one foliation of M (tangent to the boundary). Assume that J^ is PA,
that is, each leaf of J^ has polynomial growth and the holonomy group
of each leaf is abelian. Then there is a finite upper bound for the
degrees of growth of leaves of

In (2.1), we prove the theorem in the case of foliated interval
bundles. In (2.2), we prove it in the general case.

(2.1) Foliated I-bundle case. Let /denote the unit interval [—1, 1].
Assume that M has a structure of a differentiable /-bundle over a con-
nected manifold B, and ά?~ is transverse to the fibres. Such an object
(Λf, B, ^) is called a foliated I-bundle. In (2.1), we prove the following.

PROPOSITION (2.1.1). Let (M, B, J^) be a foliated I-bundle over a
compact connected manifold B. Assume that ά^ is PA. Then there is
a finite upper bound for the degrees of growth of leaves of J^~ .

Choose a base point 6 in B, and fix an identification of the fibre
over 6 with I. Then one can define the total holonomy homomorphism
q: πx(B, b) -^ Diff (I), where Diff (J) denotes the group of all orientation
preserving diffeomorphisms of I. It is well known that the foliated I-
bundle (M, B, J^) is completely described by this total holonomy homo-
morphism [Haef]. The image of q is called the total holonomy group
and is denoted by G. We denote by Fix (G) the set of fixed points of
G. For a point x of /, we denote by Fx the leaf through x, and by
Gx the orbit of x by G.

For each non-negative integer k, let Mk denote the union of all
leaves at levels at most k. Then Mk is a closed subset of M [C-C 3].
Let U be a connected component of M — Mk, J a connected component
of U Π / and Fo a border leaf to U. Then U has the structure of a
foliated interval ( = J ) bundle over Fo with the total holonomy group
Gj = {Q\J\ gεG, 9(J) = J}. By (1.2.2), Gj is finitely generated. We say
that U is a type (A)-component if the level of each leaf in Z7 is k + 1,
and that U is a type (B)-component otherwise.

LEMMA (2.1.2). If U is a type (A)-component, then ^~\π is without
holonomy j Gj is abelian and the rank of U is equal to the rank of Gj.
If the rank of U is 1, then each leaf in U is proper. Otherwise each
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leaf in U is dense in U.

PROOF. If there is a leaf in U with non-trivial holonomy, then
there is a leaf F in U with a contracting holonomy /. Then F is
totally proper by (1.4.1), and each leaf which intersects the domain of
/ is at level ^ k + 2, a contradiction. So ^ y is without holonomy.
The remaining assertions are easy to prove.

LEMMA (2.1.3). Assume U is a type (B)-component. Then we have
the following.

(1) There is xeJ such that Fx is a totally proper leaf of level
k + 1.

( 2 ) The action of Gj on Gx is cyclic and is generated by a
contraction, that is, there is fsGj such that f\j< idj and Gx = {fn(x);
neZ}.

( 3 ) Let Gj = {g \j; g eG, g(x) = x}. Then Gj is a semi-direct product
of Gj and the infinite cyclic subgroup of G generated by f.

( 4 ) For each y eJ such that Fy is a totally proper leaf of level
k + 1, and for each g e GJf we have g(y) = y.

(5) The group Gj is finitely generated and non-trivial.
( 6 ) The group Gj is non-abelian.

PROOF. Let F b e a leaf of level > k + 1 in U. Then the sub-
structure S(F) of F is totally proper from (1.4.1), and hence S(F) con-
tains a totally proper leaf Fx at level k + 1. Since Gdx has no accumula-
tion points other than those in 3J, we can write GjX = {xt; i e Z} so that
xt < xi+1 for each ieZ. Define a map a:Gj-> Z by g(x0) = xa[g). Then
it is easy to see that gn(x%) = xi+na{g) for each i and n, and a is a
surjective homomorphism (see e.g., [Ni 1]). Choose feGj satisfying
a{f) = - 1 . Then we have GjX = {fn(x); neZ} and f\j < iάj. Obviously,
the homomorphism a defines a split short exact sequence {1} —»Gj ->

Gj ^ Z—> {0}. We have proved the first three statements of the lemma.
The proof of the fourth statement is easy and is omitted.
The group Gj is finitely generated since the open saturated set

U — Fx is trivial at infinity from (1.2.2). The group Gj is non-trivial
since there is a leaf at level k + 1. So Gj is non-abelian by KopelPs
lemma [K]. Thus we are done.

LEMMA (2.1.4). For each k, the number of type (B)-components of
M — Mk is finite.

PROOF. We prove the lemma by induction on k. Suppose that there
are infinitely many type (B)-components 17, (i = l, 2, •••) of M— Mo.
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For each i, let Jt = (xi9 yt) denote the open interval £7* Π /. Taking a
subsequence of {JJ and reversing the orientation of I if necessary, we
may assume that the sequenc {JJ converges to a point x of I from the
positive side. Then for large i, the natural homomorphism from G(aSt9t) =
{ffta^ff 6 Φ t° ho\+(Fx) is an isomorphism, where hol+ (Fx) is the one-
side holonomy group of the compact leaf Fx. From (2.1.3) the group
Gj. is non-abelian for each i. It follows that hol+ (Fx) is non-abelian.
This contradicts our assumption.

Suppose that the number of type (B)-components of M — Mk_± is
finite and that there are infinitely many type (B)-components of M — Mk

(k > 0). Then there are a type (B)-component U of M — Mk_1 and type
(B)-components Ut (i = 1, 2, •) of M — Mk such that Ϊ7* c ?7 for each i.
Let J b e a connected component of UΓ\I, and J{ = (xt9 yt) be a connected
component of Z7f Π J. As before, we may suppose that the sequence {JJ
converges to a point x of J from the positive side. The level of the
leaf Fx is at most k since Mk is a closed subset of M. Let G(jBilί<) = {ff loflίl];
geG, g(x) = » and sr(^) = y<}. Then from (2.1.3), GlβlVi) = [g\i^ geG)}
and G[XtVi) is finitely generated. So, for large i, the natural homomor-
phism G{XtVi) -* hol+ (J?7,) is injective. Since Gj. is non-abelian for every i,
it follows that hol+ (Fz) is non-abelian. This contradicts our assumption
and we are done.

LEMMA (2.1.5). The number of type (B)-components is finite. In
particular, there is a finite upper bound for the levels of all leaves of

PROOF. Assume the contrary. Then, by (2.1.4), there is an infinite
sequence U1 ZD U2 ID Z) £/* Z) Ui+1 Ό of type (B)-components. Let F
be a leaf contained in ΠΓ=i Ut. Then F is at infinite level, and hence
has non-polynomial growth by (1.4.3). This contradicts our assumption,
and the lemma is proved.

LEMMA (2.1.6). For each k, there is a finite upper bound for the
ranks of type (A)-components of M — Mk.

PROOF. Let Bk denote the union of type (B)-components of M — Mk.
And let Ut (i = 1, , p) be the connected components of M — Bk (they
are finite in number by (2.1.4)). For each i, let J έ be a connected
component of IΠ Ut. Then Gj. = {g|7<; geG, g(J%) = Jt) is finitely generat-
ed from (1.2.2). Let J be a connected component of Jt — Fix (GJt). Then
the saturation Sat (J) of J is a type (A)-component of M — Mk. So by
(2.1.2), GJ.\J is abelian. Since this is true for each connected component
of Ji — Fix (GJt)f the group GJt is abelian. Let r be the maximum of
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the ranks of the finitely generated abelian groups Gj. (i = 1, •••,#).
Then the rank of each type (A)-component of M — Mk is not greater
than r. We have proved the lemma.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION (2.1.1). By (2.1.5) and (2.1.6), there are finite
upper bounds k for the levels of all leaves of J^ and r for the ranks
of all open local minimal sets of ^ Γ By (1.3.5) and (1.4.2), each leaf
has exactly polynomial growth of degree <; k + r. Thus we have proved
the proposition.

(2.2) Proof of Theorem 1. To deduce Theorem 1 from (2.1.1), we
use the following theorem of Dippolito.

DiPPOLΉO's FILTRATION THEOREM (2.2.1) [D]. Let &~ he a codimen-
sion one foliation of a compact manifold M (tangent to the boundary).
Then there exists a finite filtration

by ^-saturated open sets such that for each i = 0, 1, , m,
(a) U2i — U2i+1 is a local minimal set in U2i,

and

(b) the foliation on U2i+1—U2i+2 induced by &~ has a structure of
a foliated I-bundle.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Let M = UQ D U13 z> U2m z> U2m+1 = 0 be
the Dippolito's filtration. By (1.4.1), all leaves contained in a local
minimal set have the same growth type. So, for each i, all leaves in
U2ί— U2i+1 have the same growth type. Since there is no local exceptional
minimal set in ikf, the number of connected components of U2i+1—U2i+2 is
finite for each i. Let U be such a component. Obviously, the boundary
dU consists of finitely many totally proper leaves. Let d = m2Lx{d(F);
FddU}< 00. By (1.2.2), U is trivial at infinity. Let KaU be a
trivializing nucleus of Z7. Then ^ \κ is a foliated /-bundle and ^ \κ is
PA. By (2.1.1), there are a finite upper bound k for the level of each
leaf of άf \κ and a finite upper bound r for the rank of each open local
minimal set in ^ \ κ . Then by (1.3.5) and (1.4.2), d + k + r is an upper
bound for the degrees of growth of leaves in U. Since these components
were finite in number, we have proved the theorem.

3. Nishimori decompositions of PA-foliations. In this section, we
prove that a PA-foliation admits a Nishimori decomposition (Theorem 2).

(3.1) Nishimori decompositions. Let M be a compact connected
manifold possibly with corner and ^ a codimension one foliation of M.
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We assume that the boundary dM of M is divided by the corner into
two parts, the tangent boundary dt&τιM and the transverse boundary
dtTM, and the foliation ^~ is tangent (resp. transverse) to dta.nM (resp.
dtTM). We call the foliated manifold (Λf, ^~) a unit if the foliation ^
is trivial near 3trikf.

Let C be a connected component of the corner of M. We say C is
convex (resp. concave) if each point of C has a neighbourhood diffeomor-
phic to a neighborhood of the origin in R\+ = {(α̂ , , αn); ccn_! ̂  0 and
xn ^ 0} (resp. Rl_ = {(χl9 , a?n); α?n_! ̂  0 or #n <; 0}, where w is the
dimension of M [In]. By definition, each connected component of the
corner is either convex or concave.

DEFINITION (3.1.1). Let M be a closed manifold of dimension n, and
ά^ a codimension one foliation of M. A pair (Δ, φ), where Δ = {(Afo .^Q;
ί = 1, , m} is a finite family of ^-dimensional units and φ is a foliation
preserving immersion from the disjoint union \J?=1 (Mif ^ ^ ) to (Λf, * ^ ) ,
is called a decomposition of (M, ̂ ^) if the following conditions are
satisfied;

(1) for each i, Φ\Mi-^nMi is an imbedding,
( 2) if i Φ ϊ, then ^(Int (M<)) Π ̂ (Int (Λf40) = 0 ,

and
( 3 ) U m

Following Nishimori [Ni 4], we define three types of units which
are constituents of the Nishimori decomposition.

Let K be a compact manifold with or without boundary, and let N
be a codimension one transversely oriented closed submanifold of K which
does not separate K. Let C(K, N) denote the manifold with boundary
which is obtained from K — N by attaching two copies Nt and N2 of N
as boundary. Let /: [0, δj —> [0, δ2] be a diffeomorphism such that /(t) < t
for any t e (0, δj . We denote by X(K, N, f) the manifold with corner
which is the quotient space of C(K, N) x [0, δj by the equivalence rela-
tion ~ which is defined by (xl91) ~ (x2f f(t)), where xx 6 Nx and x2 e N2 are
the same point in N. Let ^~{Kf N, f) denote the foliation of X(K, N, f)
induced by the product foliation {C(K, N) x {t}}, t e [0, δj, of C(K, N) x
[0, «J.

DEFINITION (3.1.2). A unit (M, JF*) is called a regular staircase if
there are K, Ny f as above, and a foliation preserving diffeomorphism
h from (X(K, N, / ) , J^(K, N, /)) to (ilf, ^ ^ ) . We call C(M) =
h(C(K, N) x R}), JPfJf) = h(C(K, N) x {0}), T7(ikf) = h(N2 x [δ2, δj) and
D(M) = h(dK x [0, <?J), the ceiling, the ./Zoor, the ^αϊϊ and the door of
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(Λf, ^ " ) , respectively.

Note that dtΆnM = C{M) U F(M) and dtΐM = W(M) U D(M). Each
connected component of h(N x {δ2}) is a concave corner, and all other
corners are convex.

DEFINITION (3.1.3). A unit (M, a?") is called an abelian room if it
admits a structure of a foliated J-bundle of abelian total holonomy. In
this case D(M) = dtτM is called the door of (M,

Note that each connected component of the corner of an abelian
room is convex by definition.

DEFINITION (3.1.4). A unit (M, ̂ ") is called a hall if the following
conditions are satisfied;

(1) each connected component of the corner of M is convex,
(2) each connected component D of dtτM is diffeomorphic to Cxi,

where C is a connected component of 3D, and
(3) each leaf except the boundary leaves has trivial holonomy

group.
Again we call D(M) = 3trM the door of (M, ^).

REMARK. Our definition of halls is different from Nishimori's.

DEFINITION (3.1.5). Let (M, &~) be a closed foliated manifold. A
decomposition (Δ = {(Mif <JQ; i — 1, , m}, φ) is called a quasί-Nishίmori
decomposition if the following conditions are satisfied;

(1) each unit (Mif _^) is either a regular staircase, abelian room
or a hall,

(2) for each i, and for each connected component D of the door
of (Mif <^Q, there is a regular staicase (Mjf ^)) of Δ such that φ(D) is
contained in φ{W{Mά)), and

(3) if (Mif ^t), and (Mjf J^) are two distinct regular staircases
of Δ, then the images of the walls φ(W(Mi)) and φ{W(Mό)) are disjoint.

Let (Δ = {(Mif ^7)}, φ) be a quasi-Nishimori decomposition. We denote
by <9*(Δ) the set of regular staircases of Δ. We define a relation < in
the set <9*{Δ) as follows. We write Λf* < Ms if there is a sequence
Mi = Af<0, Mh, , AΓ<β = Λfy of elements of ^ ( J ) such that (̂TΓ(ΛΓ<Jb)) Π
φ(D(Mίk+1)) Φ 0 , for ft = 0, -, a - 1.

DEFINITION (3.1.6). A quasi-Nishimori decomposition (Δ, φ) is called
a (regular) Nishimori decomposition if the following conditions are
satisfied;

(1) £^(Δ) has no cycle with respect to the relation <, and
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(2) for each regular staircase (Λf<, ^ ) 6 £f(Δ), the image
of the ceiling of Λft has the trivial holonomy group in (Λf,

Now we can state the main therem of this section.

THEOREM 2. Let &~ be a codimension one foliation of a closed
manifold M. Then J?" is PA, that is, each leaf of J^ has polynomial
growth and the holonomy group of each leaf is abelian, if and only if
(Λf, J^) admits a Nishimorί decomposition.

In (3.2), we prove the "if" part, and in (3.3) we prove the "only if"
part. Since the proof goes parallel with the proof of Nishimori's SRH-
decomposition theorem [Ni 4], we only sketch it.

(3.2) Proof of the "if" part of Theorem 2. Let (Λf, &*) be a closed
foliated manifold, and (Δ — {{Mi9 ^ ) } , ψ) be a Nishimori decomposition
of (Λf, J^). As before, we denote by S^{Δ) the subset of Δ consisting
of regular staircases of Δ.

LEMMA (3.2.1). For each leaf F of J^, the holonomy group hoi (F)
of F is abelian.

For a proof, see [Ni 4; Proposition 1],

For an element (Mif J^) of Δ — <9*(Δ), we denote by Ut the
saturation of φ(Mt - dtΆnMi), that is, E7, = Sat(^(Λf, - 3tanΛf<)).

LEMMA (3.2.2). (1) The boundary dϋt consists of finitely many
totally proper leaves.

(2) The set φ(Mt) is a trivializing nucleus of Ut. That is, Ut —
Γ1 o φ(Mi) is a trivial foliated I-bundle, where r. Ut —> Λf is the natural
immersion.

( 3 ) // (Mi9 ^) and (Mjf ^) are two distinct elements of Δ —
then UiΠUj^ 0 .

(4) M^UΦiΛMo&DsΔ-SfίΔ)}.

The proof is omitted (see [Ni 4; §2] [T 4; §2]).

COROLLARY (3.2.3). Each leaf F of ά^ has polynomial growth.

PROOF. Assume that F is contained in Ut = Sat (φ(Mt — 3t

where (Λf<, &\) is an element of Δ — £f(Δ)9 and F is non-proper. Then
by (3.2.2), F is contained in an open local minimal set without holonomy
which is trivial at infinity. So it has polynomial growth from (1.4.2).
Otherwise, F is totally proper and hence F has polynomial growth.

By (3.2.1) and (3.2.3), we have proved the "if" part of Theorem 2.
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(3.3) The Nishimori decompositions of PΆ-foliations.

LEMMA (3.3.1). Let (Λf, J^) be a closed foliated manifold and let
{A, φ) be a quasi-Nishimori decomposition of (M, ά^). Suppose there are
Mu Mj 6 £^{Δ) such that Mt < Ms < Mt. Then the leaf through the image
φ(F(Mi)) of the floor of Mi has non-polynomial growth.

PROOF. It is easy to see that the leaf through φ(F(Mt)) is a non-
proper leaf with non-trivial holonomy [T 4; Lemma 2.5]. So it has non-
polynomial growth from (1.4.1) and (1.4.4).

REMARK. The leaf in (3.3.1) is, in fact, a resilient leaf (see [C-C 2],
[Hec 3]) and hence has exponential growth.

We are going to prove Theorem 2. In the following three lemmas,
(M, J?~) denotes a unit which is immersed in a PA-foliation of a closed
manifold.

LEMMA (3.3.2). Let (M, «#"*) be as above. Then there are finitely
many abelian rooms (Mif ^ 7 ) and foliation preserving immersions
φii (Mif J^i)-^(M, J^~) (ft = l, , m) which satisfy the following conditions.

(1) For each i, φt \Mi-atΛnMt is an imbedding.
( 2 ) φi(Mi — 9tan-Mi)'s are disjoint.
( 3 ) For each i, φ^d^Mi) is contained in dtτM.
( 4) Let Mf be the manifold obtained from M — \J φι{M%) by attaching

the boundary, and ^ r be the induced foliation. Then each compact
leaf of %βr' is isolated.

For a proof, see [Ni 3; Lemma 9], [Ni 4; p. 18].

LEMMA (3.3.3). Let (M, ά^) be as above and assume that each leaf
which intersects the interior Int (M) of M is non-compact. Then there
are finitely many regular staircases (Mi9 ̂ ) and foliation preserving
imbeddings φ^: (Mif ^Ί) —> (M, ά^) which satisfy the following conditions.

(1) φiζMtYs are disjoint.
(2) For each i, the image of the floor F(Mt) is contained in

dtanM, the image of the door D{Mt) is contained in dtIM, the image of
the wall W(Mt) is contained in the interior of M and the image of the
ceiling C(M%) is contained in a leaf of finite depth of ^ .

( 3 ) Let M' = M-\J φt(Mt - C{M%) U JF(AΓ,)). Let F be a leaf of
J?~. Then F Γί Mf is connected. If F has depth k with 1 5* k < <*>, then
F Π M' is a leaf of depth k - 1 of &~\M..

PROOF. Let K be a connected component of dtEnM such that there
is a leaf F of finite depth which contains K in its limit set. Since the
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holonomy group hoi (K) of K is abelian, and the depth of F is finite,
hoi (K) is generated by a contraction and there is a regular staircase
whose floor is K and whose ceiling is contained in F [Ni 2].

L e t (Mt,^ϊ), φt . (Miy J?Ί)-> (M, JT) (i = 1, . . , m ) be all regular

staircases obtained in this way. We may suppose ^(ilί^'s are disjoint
by "thinning" them if necessary (see [Ni 4]). It is easy to see that
they satisfy the conditions (2) and (3).

LEMMA (3.3.4). Let (M, ̂ ) be as above. Suppose that each connect-
ed component of the corner of M is convex and all interior leaves are
non-proper. Then each interior leaf has trivial holonomy group, in
other words, (M, J?~) is a hall.

This follows directly from (1.4.1).

Now we prove Theorem 2. Let (M, ά?") be a PA-foliation of a
closed manifold. Put k = sup{d(jF); F is a leaf of finite depth of ^0r}.
Then k is finite from Theorem 1. By (3.3.2), (3.3.3) and (3.3.4), one can
construct a filtration M = A0~DB0Z) A^DB^Ώ Z) AkZDBk of M by compact
submanifolds which satisfies the following conditions (here, by abuse of
language, we identify a unit and its immersed image in (M, ^ Π ) .

(1) For each i, the closure Cl (At — Bt) of At — Bt is a finite union
of abelian rooms and halls. For each abelian room or a hall R in
Cl (At — Bt), the door D{R) is contained in dtτAif and 3tanjB is contained
in a leaf of finite depth.

( 2) For each i, Cl (2?, — Aί+1) is a finite union of regular staircases.
For each regular staircase S in Cl (Bt — Ai+1), the floor F(S) is contained
in a compact leaf of ^\Bίy the door D(S) is contained in dtlBif the wall
W(S) is contained in the interior of Bt and the ceiling C(S) is contained
in a leaf of finite depth of ^\Bc

(3) If F is a leaf of depth d of ^ 1 ^ d < °o, and Ff] A, is
non-empty, then i <; d and F Π A. is a leaf of depth cί — ΐ of ^\Ai.

It is easy to see that the collection of abelian rooms, halls and
regular staircases in the above filtration constitutes a quasi-Nishimori
decomposition of (Λf, ά?"). As was observed in (3.3.1), the decomposition
has no cycle, since all leaves of ά^ have polynomial growth. By taking
1-thinning of the decomposition (see [Ni 4]) if necessary, we may suppose
that the holonomy group of the ceiling of each regular staircase is
trivial. We have thus proved Theorem 2.

4. Nishimori decompositions and the Godbillon-Vey classes. In
this section, we prove the following theorem.
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THEOREM 3. Let M be a compact manifold and Jί^~ a codimension
one foliation of M (tangent to the boundary). Assume that J^ is PA,
that is, each leaf of J^ has polynomial growth and the holonomy group
of each leaf is abelian. Then the Godbίllon-Vey class gv (_^) of J^~ is
trivial.

We consider in (4.1) a localization of the Godbillon-Vey class of a
codimension one foliation when a nice decomposition is given. And we
prove in (4.2) that localized classes vanish in case of a Nishimori
decomposition.

(4.1) OGV-decompositions. Let (M, J?~) be a unit. Let ω be a
non-singular 1-form on M which defines ά?" and rj a 1-form which
satisfies the Frobenius condition da) — ω A rj. Following [F-G-G], we
call such a pair (ω, η) a ^(J^)-structure. To a ^(J^-s t ructure (ω, η)
is associated the Godbillon-Vey form Ω = η A dη. It is easy to see that
Ω is closed, and if M is without boundary, the de Rham cohomology
class [Ω] of Ω is independent of the choice of a ^(^^^-structure [G-V],
The class [Ω] is called the Godbillon-Vey class of (M, ά^) and is denoted
by gv(^^). If the boundary dM of M is non-empty, g v ( ^ ) is defined
in the relative cohomology group H%M, dM; R) [M-M-T].

We say that a ^(^^)-structure (ω, rj) is special if dω = 0 and η — 0
near the transverse boundary 3tτM. Since we assumed ά?~ is trivial
near 3tTM, there is always a special ^(.^H-structure.

Let A9(M, rel) be the set of all smooth g-forms φ on M such that
φ\dχΛnM = 0 and φ = 0 near 3trΛf. There is a differential d: Aq(M, rel) —>
Aq+\M, rel).

LEMMA (4.1.1). Lei (Λf, ^ ) δe α %wiί αwcZ (α>, 17) 6e α special ^(^)-
structure. Then the associated Godbillon-Vey form η Λ drj is an element
of A\M, rel). If (ωr, r)r) is another special ^(^)-structure, then the
difference of the associated Godbillon-Vey forms is exact in the relative
complex. That is, there is a 2-form ζ e A\M, rel) such that dξ = rf Λ
drf - η A dη.

PROOF. The first assertion is obvious. We prove the second asser-
tion. Since the 1-forms ω and ωr define the same foliation ^ there is
a function f:M->R+ such that ω' = f ω. Then dω' = (df + f η) A ω =
(d log (/) + η) A (Or. So there is a function g on M for which rf — η —
d\og(f) = g ω holds. Put ξ = log(f) dη-dlog(f) Λg-ω + g dω. Then
ξeA2(M, rel), and an easy calculation shows dζ = if Adrf — ηAdη. Thus
we have proved the lemma.

DEFINITION (4.1.2). A unit (M, J O is called an OGY-unit if for some
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special <gf (JH-structure (<*>, η), there is ξ e A2(M, rel) such that dζ =
η Λ dη.

REMARK. If (Λf, J ^ ) is an OGV-unit and (ω\ η') is a special
structure, then there is ξf eA\M, rel) such that dζr = rf A dη' by (4.1.1).

DEFINITION (4.1.3). Let (Λf, ^) be a closed foliated manifold. A
decomposition (Δ, φ) is called an OGV-decomposition if each unit
(Mif J Q 6 J is an OGV-unit, and if there is a <if (JH-structure (β>, ίθ
such that dω = 0 near the image of the transverse boundaries U {φ(dtτMi)\

PROPOSITION (4.1.4). Let (M, J O he a closed foliated manifold.
Assume that (Λf, &*) admits an OGV-decomposition (Δ = {(Mif J^l)}, ψ).
Then the Godbillon-Vey class g v ( ^ ) of JF* is zero.

PROOF. From the assumption, there is a ^(^^)-structure (ω, η)
such that dω = 0 and η = 0 near U {<j>(dtTMι)\ (Mif ^) e Δ). Let ωt = Φ*ω
and r)i = ^*^. Then (ω<, ̂ ) is a special ^ (^)-s t ructure . Since (Mi, _^)
is OGV, there is a 2-form & e A\MU rel) such that dζi = 7}t Λ cZ .̂ To
prove η Λ dη is exact, take a 3-cycle α* in If. Since we are considering
real cohomology classes, we may assume that σ is represented by a
closed oriented 3-dimensional submanifold N of M. Furthermore we may
assume that N is in general position with respect to the decomposition.
Then

<gv ( J O , [N]) = Σ ( Vi Λ dηt = Σ ( df* = Σ ( ft = 0 ,

since ^ 6 A2(Mif rel). This completes the proof.

(4.2) Nishimori decompositions are OGV.

LEMMA (4.2.1). A regular staircase is an OGV-unit.

PROOF. We use the notations of (3.1.2). Let (X(K, N, /) , ̂ (K, N, /))
be a regular staircase. Consider the 2-dimensional regular staircase
(S, J^s) = (X(S\ {0}, /) , ̂ {S\ {0}, /)) which is defined by the same con-
traction / as X{K9 N, f). From the definition of a regular staircase,
there is a C°°-map Φ: X(K, N,f)-+S such that (1) Φ is transverse to ^
and Φ*(jr8) = jΓ(Kf N, / ) , and (2) near N x [/(5J, δj, Φ is the projec-
tion to the second factor.

Now let (ω0, η0) be a special ^(^)-s t ructure . Then η0 Λ ώ% = 0,
since S is 2-dimensional. Then (ω, η) = (φ*ft>0, Φ*̂ 7o) is a special
^{^{K9 N, /))-structure from the condition (2) above, and η A dη = 0.
The lemma is proved.
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LEMMA (4.2.2). An abelian room is an OGY-unit.

PROOF. Let (M, &*) be an abelian room. Then, by definition, M
has a structure of a differentiable /-bundle over a compact manifold B
and ^ is transverse to the fibres. Let q: πx(B) —> Diff (/) be the total
holonomy map. By assumption, the image of q is abelian. Let k be
the rank of this abelian group.

ASSERTION (4.2.3). There are a foliated I-bundle (E, Tk, ^) over the
k-dimensional torus Tk and smooth maps f: B —> Tk and f: M-+ E with
the following conditions:

(1) f is a foliation preserving bundle map over /;
(2) / collapses a neighbourhood of dB to the base point of Tk.

PROOF. Consider the following commutative diagram

πx(B) 2 -Difl(D

where qx is the inclusion map Zk ~ Image (q) cDiff (/). Let (E, Tk,
be the foliated I-bundle over Tk which is defined by the total holonomy
map ft. Since Tk is a K(Zk, 1), there is a smooth map f0: B-^Tk which
induces qQ in the fundamental group. Let L be a connected component
of dB and c: L —> B be the inclusion map. Then the composed map
qo°c$:π1(L)-+π1(B)->π1(Tk) is the zero map because the restriction of ^
to π~\L) is trivial. So fo(L) is contractible in Tk. Since this is true for
each connected component of dB, the map f0 is homotopic to a smooth
map which collapses a neighbourhood of dB to the base point of Tk.
From the construction, it is easily seen that / is covered by a foliation
preserving bundle map /. We have proved the assertion.

To prove (4.2.2), we use the following theorem of Wallett and
Mizutani-Morita-Tsuboi.

THEOREM (4.2.4) ([W], [M-M-T; Theorem 1]). Let (E, Tk, JQ be a
foliated I-bundle over the k-dimensional torus T\ Then the Godbillon-
Vey class gv (&\) of ^ is zero.

We return to the proof of (4.2.2). By (4.2.3), we have a foliated
/-bundle {E, Tk, άf^) and a foliation preserving bundle map /: Λf —> E
over /. Choose a <g^(J^)-structure (ωl9 η^ for (E, &X) such that dωx = 0
and η± = 0 near the fibre over the base point of Tk. Then (f*ωl9 f*ηx)
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is a special ^CJO-structure, since / collapses a neighbourhood of dB to
the base point of Tk. By (4.2.4), there is a 2-form ξ, e A\E, rel) such
that ft Λ rfft = (Z&. Then /*& 6 A\M, rel), and <«/*& = /*ft Λ ώ/*ft.
This proves (4.2.2).

LEMMA (4.2.5). A ftαZi is an OGY-unit.

PROOF. Let (Λf, J ^ ) be a hall. To (Λf, J O one can associate a
foliated J-bundle (E, M, F) over (Λf; L+, L~) where L+ and L~ are union
of connected components of dtΆnM (see Appendix). The total space E is
a manifold with "cubic" corner. There is a neighbourhood Σ of 9tΓΛf
such that F restricted to π~\Σ) is a trivial foliated /-bundle, where
π: E—> M is the natural projection. There is a section s:M—>E such
that 8*(F) = ^ T The principal total holonomy group of E is fixed
point free and abelian. Let k be the rank of the principal total holonomy
group.

ASSERTION (4.2.6). There are open submanifolds N+ and N~ of the
k-dimensional torus Tk which have the homotopy type of union of various
subtori, a foliated J-bundle (El9 TkF^) over the triad (Tk, N+, N~) and
a morphism of foliated J-bundles f: E —> Eγ which satisfy the following
conditions.

(1) The principal total holonomy group of E1 is fixed point free.
( 2) The restriction of f to π~\Σ), f\π-πΣ)\ π~\Σ) a Σ x I-^π"\b) ~

IaE19 is the projection to the second factor, where b is a base point of Tk.

The proof is similar to that of (4.2.3), and is omitted.

We return to the proof of (4.2.5). Let (El9 Tk

f Fx) and / be as in
(4.2.6). Let (α>i, ft) be a special ^(FJ-structure for F1 such that
dω± = 0 and ft = 0 near π~\b). Then (f*ωlf /*ft) is a ^(F)-structure
for F and (ω,η) = (β* °f*ωlf s* °/*ft) is a special ίTΌ^H-structure for
(M, Jr), from the condition (2) of (4.2.6). By a theorem of Mizutani-
Morita-Tsuboi (see Appendix (A.2)), there is ξλ e A\EU rel) such that
dξi = ft Λ dft. Let ξ = s* o f*ςlu Then ξ e A\M, rel) and dξ = η A drj.
Thus we have proved (4.2.5).

PROPOSITION (4.2.7). A Nishimori decomposition is an OGV-
decomposition.

PROOF. Let (Δ = {(Mi9 ^l)}9 Φ) be a Nishimori decomposition of a
compact foliated manifold. We have just seen that each unit is an
OGV-unit. By definition the restricted foliation -^lu^catr^) i s trivial.
Note that \J^{dtMi) = U MTFίAΓ,)); (Mif J^) e^(Δ)}9 and the latter is
the disjoint union. Since the image of the ceiling C(Λf<) of each regular
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staircase (Mi9 Ft) e S^(Δ) has the trivial holonomy group, the holonomy
groups of φ(dW(Mi)) = φ(W(Mt)nC(Mt)) are trivial. So there is a 1-form
ω which defines J?~ and which is closed near \Jiφ(duMi). We have thus
proved the proposition.

PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Theorem 3 now follows directly from Theorem
2, (4.1.4) and (4.2.7).

5. Remarks on the tranversely analytic case. If a foliation
is transversely analytic, then the leaves of J^ do not exhibit pathologi-
cal growth types.

THEOREM (5.1). Let ^ be a transversely analytic codimension one
foliation of a closed manifold. Then there are integers d and r with
the following property. Let F be a leaf of non-exponential growth of
ά?~. Then either F is totally proper of level <* d or F is contained in
an open local minimal set without holonomy which is trivial at infinity
and whose rank is ^ r. In particular, each non-exponential leaf of J^
has exactly polynomial growth of degree <^ d + r.

This theorem was conjectured by Hector [Hec 2], and is announced
by Cantwell-Conlon [C-C 2; (6.13)]. A proof of (5.1) and related results
will appear elsewhere.

From a theorem of Hector [Hec 4], one gets the following (see [T 2;
(9.1)]).

PROPOSITION (5.2). Let άf be a transversely analytic codimension
one foliation of a closed manifold. Let F be a leaf of J^~ such that
the holonomy group hoi (F) of F is non-abelian. Let Fr be a leaf which
contains F in its limit set. Then F' has exponential growth.

COROLLARY (5.3). Let ά^~ be a transversely analytic codimension
one foliation of a closed manifold. Assume that each leaf of JF* has
non-exponential growth. Then J?" is PA, that is, each leaf has poly-
nomial growth and the holonomy group of each leaf is abelian.

From Theorem 3 and (5.3), we get the following corollary.

COROLLARY 4. Let J^ be a transversely analytic codimension one
foliation of a closed manifold. Assume that the Godbillon-Vey class
gv C-̂ H of άf is non-trivial. Then &~ contains a leaf of exponential
growth.

COROLLARY (5.4). Let M be a closed manifold. Assume that M
admits a transversely analytic codimension one foliation with the non-
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trivial Godbillon-Vey class. Then the fundamental group of M has ex-
ponential growth.

This follows from Corollary 4 and a theorem of Plante [P 1].

Appendix. Foliated J-bundles associated to halls. In this appendix,
we recall from [M-M-T], the notion of foliated J-bundles. Let Diff (I)
denote the group of all orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of the
open interval ϊ= ( -1, 1), and let Diff (/+) (resp. Diff (/_)) be the group
of all orientation preserving diffeomorphisms of the half open interval
1+ = (—1,1] (resp. I_ = [—1, 1)). Suppose that we are given a connected
CW-complex K and its subcomplexes L+ and L~.

DEFINITION (A.I). A family of foliated bundles and foliated bundle
isomorphisms (E; E+, E~; b+, b~) is said to be a foliated J-bundle over the
triad (K; L+, L~) if the following conditions are satisfied;

(1) E is a locally trivial foliated /-bundle, E+ is a locally trivial
foliated /+-bundle and E_ is a locally trivial foliated /.-bundle over K,
L+ and //", respectively, and

(2) b+ and b~ are isomorphisms of foliated /-bundles

b+:E+-+E\L+, b~:E-^E\L-

where E+ (resp. E~) is the associated foliated /-bundle to E+ (resp. E~).

Let E be the space obtained from the disjoint union of Έ, E+ and
E~ by identifying E+ (resp. E~) with E\L+ (resp. E\L-) by the isomor-
phism b+ (resp. ir). We have a natural projection π: E -> K and we call
E the total space of the foliated J-bundle (E; E+, E~; 6+, 6"). The space
E has a "foliation" F which is transverse to the fibres of π9 and some-
times we call the triple (E, K, F) a foliated J-bundle. We can consider
that E, E+ and E~ are subspaces of E. Hereafter, E — E is denoted
by dE.

Morphisms of foliated J-bundles and cross sections of foliated J-
bundles are defined naturally.

If we replace (K; L+, L~~) by a homotopy equivalent manifold triple
CM; N+, N~), where dM = 0 and N+ and N~ are open submanifolds of
My then the corresponding total space E has a structure of a manifold
with boundary dE = E — E. The foliated J-bundle structure on E induces
a codimension one foliation F on E, tangent to the boundary dE. Thus
we can speak of its Godbillon-Vey class gv (F), which is an element of
HivίE, dE; R) ~ H\K x /, L+ x {1} U L ' x {-1}; B). The Godbillon-Vey
class is natural with respect to the morphisms of foliated J-bundles.
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The foliation of E is defined by the total holonomy homomorphism
q: πx(K9 b) —> Diff (/), where 6 is a base point of K. We call q the principal
total holonomy homomorphism, and the image of q the principal total
holonomy group of the foliated J-bundle (E, K, F).

Now a theorem of Mizutani-Morita-Tsuboi can be stated as follows.

THEOREM (A.2) [M-M-T; Lemma 2 and Lemma 5], Assume that the
principal total holonomy group is fixed point free. Then the Godbillon-
Vey class gv (F) of the foliated J-bundle (E, K, F) is zero.

Let (M, ̂ O be a hall. Choose a non-singular flow φ which is
transverse to ά^ and tangent to dtτM. To (M, ̂ 7 Φ)> o n e c a n canonically
associate a foliated J-bundle.

THEOREM (A.3) (cf. [M-M-T; Theorem 5]). Let (M, ^~, <j>) be as above.
Then there exist a foliated J-bundle (E, M, F) and a cross section s
which satisfy the following conditions.

(1) The cross section s is transverse to F and s*(F) = J^.
(2) The total space E has a structure of a "manifold with cubic

corner", that is, each point of E has a neighbourhood which is diffeomor-
phic to an open subset of Rl+++ = {(xu , xn+1) e Rn+1 xn_1 ^ 0, xn ^ 0
and xn+1 ^ 0}, where n is the dimension of M.

(3) The principal total holonomy group of (E, M, F) is fixed point
free.

( 4) Let π: E —> M be the projection. There is a collar neighbourhood
Σ of dtTM such that F\π-i{Σ) is trivial, that is, π~\Σ) is dijfeomorphic
to Σ x I and the foliation F\π-i{Σ) is the product foliation by leaves
Σ x {ί}, 161.

Indication of proof (see [M-M-T; §3]). Define E' to be the domain
of φ; E' = {(ί, x) 6 R x M; φ(t, x) is defined}. It is easy to see that Er

is an (n + l)-manifold with cubic corner. The manifold Ef has a foliation
F = $*(^~). Let π: E' -> M denote the natural projection. We have a
natural section s: M-+E' which is defined by s(x) = (0, x) e E' c R x M,
xeM. This section is transverse to F and s*(F) = J^.

To obtain E, we write dtΆnM as a union of leaves

3tanM = Li U U Li U LT U U Lj

where φ is directed outwards on L+ = \J Li and inwards on L~ = \J Lj
(Note that this decomposition is possible since each connected component
of the corner of M is convex). Let dEr = {(t, x) 6 E'\ φ(t, x) 6 dt&nM}. Put
E= E' - %Ef, E+ = E\L+ U s(L+) and E~ = E\L- U s(L~). Then one can
show that (E; E+, E~) is a foliated J-bundle over (M, L+, L~) and the
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principal total holonomy group of E is fixed point free, by using a
result of Imanishi [Im 1].

Since the foliation F is trivial near dtΐM, there is a collar neighbour-
hood Σ of dtτM which satisfies the condition (4) of the theorem.
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